Lucy’s Spice Box
“A cook’s kitchen”
www.lucysspicebox.com
Closed Week of July 27‐28
Amador County Fair Week Vacation
We are taking this week off entirely (no take out; no Saturday café) to rest before a very hectic
August ahead of us.
Just a gentle reminder that August 12 is the Farms of Amador/Amador Farmer Market
Fundraiser at the Pope-Taylor Ranch in Ione, which is a fantastic venue/opportunity to get a feel
for “current life” on a historical family ranch. Emily and Ned Taylor have been restoring the 5
acres of property surrounding their beautiful ranch house (part of 500 acres) with such integrity,
developing a sustainable life style in the process. This is truly something to see in person!
Our event menu will be a seasonable variety of locally sourced, organic products that will
represent our good fortune in calling this glorious agricultural belt our home. Upcountry Farms
will be providing the bulk of the produce as well as being one of the participating farm’s in the
tour that afternoon en route to the Pope-Taylor residence. Tori and Dan are doing an incredible
job and we are forever grateful!
Please check it all out on the Farms of Amador web site, where you can see the farm tour map,
times and purchase tickets! Hope to see you there!

We also wanted to share that after another month (July) in Amador City, we have really come to
the conclusion that it is time to open up this sweet little kitchen to a business who can embrace
the opportunity to run as a full time café. The little town deserves it and we are forever grateful
for the past 9 months in getting to know everyone! This was obviously a very hard decision as
we are now invested and in love with Amador City! We will be ending business there at the end
of August. We are taking a complete break from the dinner take out* concept and focusing on
the next chapter in developing a Community Table to come together at. *Please let us know if
you’d like to be taken off our email list as we so understand!
Have a great time at the County Fair this week! We will be up in the mountains checking out the
wild flowers, star gazing and recuperating. Thanks so much!
In friendship!
Lucy & Bill
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